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In 1975, Robert “Raven” Kraft made a New Year’s Resolution to run eight miles on Miami’s

South Beach each evening. Over 125,000 miles and seven hurricanes later, he has not missed

one sunset—and he has changed the lives of thousands who have run with him. From all fifty

states and over 85 countries, across all age groups and backgrounds, people come to run with

Raven. In the process they find friendship, inspiration—and a nickname. Among them is author

Laura Lee “White Lightning” Huttenbach, who has logged over a thousand miles of Raven

Runs. Here she explores the stories of dozens of others about why they started running with

Raven—and why they keep coming back. Raven is a legend of the running world, and his story

is an invaluable reminder that the journey means little without the connections forged along the

way. “Raven left an indelible impression upon me, as he has countless others. Raven, long may

you run.”—Dean Karnazes, New York Times bestselling author of Ultramarathon Man “An

inspiring tale of unbreakable discipline and one-of-a-kind endurance.” —Gerald Posner, New

York Times bestselling author of Miami Babylon “Raven’s tale of perseverance, understanding,

and courage will inspire anyone.”—Publishers Weekly



Share the Joy ofRUNNING WITH RAVEN“Every evening, visitors to Miami’s South Beach are

treated to a sight as reliable as the sunset: a moving landmark, shirtless, clad in a black

sweatband, black shorts, one black glove, and gray shoes, who can be seen completing his

eight-mile run along the shore. Born Robert Kraft, his friends and running tribe call him

Raven.”—Runner’s World“Raven left an indelible impression upon me, as he has countless

others. I am certain that you will find his story as fascinating and enthralling as I have. Raven,

long may you run.”—Dean Karnazes, New York Times bestselling author of Ultramarathon

Man“An inspiring tale of unbreakable discipline and one-of-a-kind endurance.”—Gerald Posner,

bestselling author of Miami Babylon“In this vivid biography, Huttenbach narrates the story of an

unlikely hero: a dedicated runner who has run over 125,000 miles, 8 miles a day for over four

decades … Raven’s tale of perseverance, understanding, and courage will inspire anyone.”—

Publishers Weekly“Huttenbach’s wry humor and appreciation of the offbeat make her the

perfect Boswell for this modern-day fitness obsessive.”—Ted Conover, award-winning author of

Newjack and Immersion“An entertaining, tender account of an authentic sports hero.”—Booklist
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writers. And for Raven Runners, for every eight miles and these stories.
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RAVEN’S COMMUNITY, A SELECTION OF CHARACTERSAlong with Raven and Laura Lee

“White Lightning,” morethan twenty-five hundred people have run with Raventhrough these

pages, including: Miracle, Raven’s longtime girlfriend, is a professor at FIU, a pool player,

fisherman, runner, and a swimmer. Her greatest fear is of entrapment, while Raven’s is of

abandonment. Mary Cooper is Raven’s mother. Her second husband, the Eagle, with white hair

and a pointy nose, became Raven’s nemesis. Bulldog was an outgoing boxer at the famed 5th

Street Gym, where Muhammad Ali trained. Together with Bulldog’s best friend, Killer, the

boxers convinced Raven to run. The Astrologer, twenty-one years his senior, was Raven’s first

serious girlfriend, from 1975 to 1988. She was big into working out and loved Christmas and

psychics. The Astrologer suggested that Raven should keep a list of runners. Coyote, a poet,

harmonica player, and male nurse, was the first person to run eight miles with Raven in

1977. Yul, an avid arm wrestler—bald and with a speech impediment—was the third runner to

complete eight miles with Raven in 1982. Placard Man, a Raven Run coach, was a well-liked,

germo-phobic homeless man who carried around handwritten public service announcements

on cardboard. Raven received his mail. Gringo, a former land baron in Spain, has run over

fifteen hundred times with Raven, including in eighty-six-mph wind during Hurricane Irene, but

today can’t bear to see Raven running in so much pain. Taxman, a 63-year-old socialist and

accountant, has logged the most runs (1,959) with Raven. Conservative runners call him

“Comrade Tax.” His wife, Lasagna Lady, is a Raven Run coach. Dizzy Issie, a middle school

principal and ultramarathoner who came from Cuba in 1967 on the Freedom Flights, met his

wife and best friend on the Raven Run. He is ranked number two. Poutine, named for her

favorite Canadian dish, holds the female record for 143 consecutive runs and swims. Hurdler, a

law professor and former steeplechaser, earned his nickname jumping over every trashcan on

the beach, which came to 572 cans. Creve Coeur, a bodybuilder and federal marshal from

Creve Coeur, Missouri, with more than four hundred runs, asked Raven to marry him and his

wife, Hollywood Flasher, in an intimate ceremony over eight miles in 2009. Butcher started

running with Raven after getting released from prison for drug trafficking. In 2013, he ran with

Raven two hundred consecutive days, which he says saved his life.

PREFACEWHAT IS IT ABOUT RAVEN? ROBERT “RAVEN” KRAFT is a 65-year-old

songwriter who runs eight miles every day, without exception, in the sands of Miami Beach,

and he’s been doing that every single day for the last forty-one years.Seriously. He hasn’t

missed one sunset.It’s common for people to dismiss Raven’s content by his packaging,

because, I’ll admit, he is a strange-looking fellow. For his running uniform, he is shirtless in

short black shorts, one black glove, a black headband, black socks, and running shoes that

don’t have to be black. Nearsighted, he wears aviators that turn dark in the light, and when he’s

not wearing them, he squints like Clint Eastwood. He combs his longish black hair into a wave

that breaks across his scalp. The ends of his mullet curl with sweat. He cuts his own hair and

trims his white beard, dyeing black his mustache and chinstraps that frame his thin chapped



lips with a dark heart. Scoliosis, sciatica, and spinal stenosis have caught up to his running

pace, so he can’t stand up straight. A deeply tanned torso covered by a forest of chest hair

slouches over his caved-in abdominals, turning his body into a five-foot-ten apostrophe. When

he runs, his right foot lands heavier than his left, giving him the gait of a graceful pirate with a

peg leg. He wears his pain on his wrinkled face, and it’s not pretty. He is not a person with

whom you’d expect to relate or from whom you’d expect to learn. Most people think he is

homeless. If I didn’t know him, I’d probably cross the street.But people from every American

state and all over the world flock to meet him. Over twenty-five hundred people—ages 6 to 80—

have run eight miles with him, earning a nickname and a spot on his esteemed runner’s list.

The top three runners—Taxman, Dizzy, and Gringo—all have over sixteen hundred runs on the

books (that Raven meticulously keeps). Raven hasn’t run alone in over a decade.What is it

about this man that makes people from everywhere come to his South Beach sandbox?

Besides a nickname, what do you get from Raven?In seeking the answer to that question, I—

White Lightning—have run over a thousand miles with Raven. I’ve attended Raven Run events

like the Annual Awards banquet in January, the Spring Picnic, and Raven’s Birthday Dinner on

October 17. I’ve recorded hundreds of hours of interviews with him at his apartment, and I’ve

talked to him on the phone for much longer. I have written this book. But my problem is that I’m

generally drawn to obsessive, offbeat types who can tell a good story about a place that is

unfamiliar to me. In this way, Raven is definitely my type.To figure out the source of Raven’s

magnetism, I started asking Raven Runners two questions: Why did you first come to run with

Raven? And, why did you come back? In response, I heard eight common refrains, each of

which will be explored in the eight parts of this book.For example, when Amy, a pretty 40-year-

old woman from Denver, moved to Miami Beach, she had trouble finding friends. “My biggest

complaint was that there was no community,” she said, expressing a common frustration for

residents new to the Beach. “The city was so transient.” Her colleagues at the Miami Design

Preservation League—the organization that promotes and protects the Art Deco of South

Beach—suggested that she run with Raven. On her second attempt in July 2009, she

completed all eight and became Preservationist. “This run was so important to me,” she

recalled on a run in 2014. “First it was the challenge of eight miles. Then it was the social group

and community. Then it was the physicality. I got so strong.” She started doing half-marathons.

“I gained so much confidence,” she continued. “For my job, I had to be outgoing and raise

money and meet people, but that wasn’t the real Amy. I have social anxiety. But when you meet

people running, it creates this intimacy. Maybe it’s because you’re looking forward, rather than

directly at the person next to you. You just feel comfortable sharing things you’re going

through.” Preservationist has over two hundred runs with Raven. She named some of her best

friends—All-American, Troublemaker, Seaside Sparrow, Juris Prudence, and Expresso. “Every

day I know where Raven is,” she said. “He’s the most constant thing in my life.”At the Raven

Run Annual Awards banquet one January, I was sitting across from Green Thumb, a kind, 69-

year-old real estate agent. He sports a white beard and a tan face, and he tends to the South

Beach community garden. “I have to say, you always meet interesting people with Raven,” he

observed. “You never meet, like, a consultant.” That night, when Raven was trying to induct a

runner called Firecracker into the Hall of Shame—a controversial practice among us—she

protested and launched into a fiery tirade. Green Thumb and I just looked at each other and

shrugged. To us, the memorable and colorful characters are a real draw. To Raven, they are

unavoidable because the run is free and open to anyone and everyone (unless—I’ll go into this

later—you are one of six banned people who got violent and threatened to kill Raven). For

accepting everyone, sometimes Raven pays a price.Many runners gave me attributes that they



admired about Raven. “I aspire for that kind of singular dedication and focus,” said

Unoffendable, a 50-year-old marketing professional and Vikings fan. “Today’s woulda-coulda-

shoulda society embraces excuses. Raven refuses, be it weather, age, health, whatever.”

Before he moved from Miami to Texas in 2014, Unoffendable completed twenty-two “partials”—

four-mile runs—in a row. “That opened my eyes a bit,” he said. “When I tell his story I usually

challenge the listener to think of the last time he skipped sleep (party or study) or food (usually

illness), and this dude runs eight on the sand. I mean he is more dedicated to his run than we

are to basic needs.”Raven knows where he is supposed to be every day, and he has no desire

to be elsewhere. He is clear on his purpose in life—to give strangers and friends eight miles to

belong and make connections. He finds it meaningful. Purpose and authenticity rub off—not

necessarily because you share the same purpose or because you are like that person—but

because you have a purpose or you want a purpose, and you want people to accept you when

you are being yourself. That’s what Raven encourages—to be healthy, to do what you say, and

to be true.“I could not think of a person nor an event of any kind which seemed as predictably

dependable as Raven and his daily run,” remarked Shoe Guy, a former Eastbay Shoe executive

who has 693 runs with Raven. Through him, he has made great new friends and recruited his

own family to experience eight miles. “If you find something special like the Raven Run, it

grows in value when you share it with people you love,” said Shoe Guy. “My girlfriend, part

Native American, became ‘Moccasin.’ My three sons became ‘Shoe Horn,’ ‘Midsole,’ and

‘Cleats.’ And finally, my daughter-in-law, a lovely former ballerina prone to an occasional fall

became ‘Slipper.’ ”What surprised me most by the answers I received from Raven Runners on

why they run with Raven was how little they related to running. “While we are all runners, it’s

not really about ‘the run,’ ” observed Canuck, an attorney from Toronto who has over two

hundred runs with Raven. “It is the people who have made this run into the special thing that it

is.” Raven offers everyone consistency and structure in an American city whose appearance

and identity are continuously changing. Unlikely relationships sparked over eight miles now

span the globe.Raven’s girlfriend of the last nineteen years, Miracle, is a professor of black-and-

white print photography at Florida International University, specializing in pictures of Florida

wildlife. She knows the scientific name for every plant, though she has trouble remembering

doctors’ appointments. She is willowy with long blond hair, which she brushes frequently, and

plays in a pool league under her other pseudonym, Miami Slim. One of the most eloquent

people I know, Miracle believes Raven fulfills two profound needs in people: “In our culture

today there’s this need for the kind of myth that people used to have and we don’t have

anymore,” she told me on the phone while she was driving to class. “I mean nobody believes in

the Man of Steel. People want something that they can believe in. I think Raven is that thing. No

matter where you are in the world, you know there’s this superhuman guy doing something

that’s just impossible to imagine.” She cleared her throat. “And the other thing that I think is

universal to our species is a need for knowing where your place is. You call it roots or home,

but that sense of where you belong is extremely important. If you know anyone that doesn’t

have that, you know how cursed they are because they spend a lifetime of wandering and

searching. They may never find it. The fact that Raven is doing this in one place, he has that. I

think people who want to hear the stories from him, it’s not just about entertainment, it’s about

connecting to the idea of a sense of place. You can call it regional, even local, even limited to

an eight-mile stretch, but it’s an idea that extends into the heart of every human being. When

they touch Raven, they touch the myth and the sense of place simultaneously.”* * *I first met

Raven on a weekend afternoon in May 2011, three months after moving to Miami Beach from

my hometown of Atlanta. I was lying out in the sand with my friend Jessie, an attorney who



played volleyball with me at the University of Virginia, and Raven happened to stop right in

front of my beach towel. “Hey,” I said. “I’ve passed you running on the beach. You’re the

Raven.”“I know,” he replied, adjusting his black headband. “I remember you. I’ve probably been

running since before you were born. When’s your birthday?”“August first, 1982.”“That was a

Sunday,” he said. It was? “They were dredging the beach, and I was running under the old pier

when a wave washed ashore. I veered to the right to miss the wave and went headfirst into a

concrete piling.”“Were you okay?” I asked.Reaching behind his neck, Raven delicately pressed

water from the end of his mullet. “I cracked my head open,” he said. “A lifeguard drove me to

the hospital, and I got eighteen stitches.” The doctor told him he’d had a concussion and

needed to stay the night for observation. “But instead I went back to the Beach to finish my

eight miles,” continued Raven. “I even made it to work that night. I was a security guard.”“That’s

not a positive association with my birthday,” I said.“Actually it turned out real positive,” he said.

“Somebody called the Herald, and they ran my story inside the Neighbors section—the Raven

Run’s first press!”Water was dripping off his chest hair. “Did you just get done running?” I

asked.“No, I went swimming. I run in the evening. You should come with us. Meet at the Fifth

Street lifeguard stand at five thirty.”Before I could think it through, the words left my lips. “What

day?”Any day. Every day. There was no weather hotline, no confirmation number. If Raven was

alive, he’d be running. “I’ll start thinking of a nickname for you,” he continued. “But you have to

finish the eight.”Jessie, lying in a bikini on the towel next to me, popped up. “Do you have a

White Lightning yet?” she asked.“No,” said Raven, pointing at me. “Is that what people call

you?”It wasn’t, really. It was what a homeless man standing on the corner of 5th and Ocean

had called me on the way to the beach that afternoon. After looking me up and down in one fell

motion, the man proclaimed, “Good afternoon, White Lightning.” Jessie and I—normally

immune to the street commentary of Miami Beach—burst out laughing and had been talking

about it ever since.“Well you’re white, Southern, and you look fast,” concluded Raven,

smoothing his salt-and-pepper beard. “George Jones does a great version of that song. It’s an

idea, White Lightning.”That Tuesday, in front of the blue and yellow lifeguard stand, a dozen

sweaty runners were chatting and stretching. Raven recognized me immediately. “Glad you

came,” he said. “You ready? It’s almost time for roll call.” A minute later, falling in line behind our

leader, the flock headed south to Government Cut, at the end of the island.With the fanfare of a

wrestling ring announcer, Raven introduced the runners in attendance. “Right here, on my left,

if you have a boss you don’t like, have him hire Chapter 11.” The rest of the group clapped as

Chapter 11, a 77-year-old former mechanic wearing two knee braces, gave a nod. Chapter 11’s

résumé lists five airlines, two boatyards, and a restaurant as places of employment that went

belly-up. “Now, behind me, he’s the man who’s always right—even when he’s wrong, or left, it’s

the Strategist!” The runners clapped again for the attorney in his 40s. “From Canada, with the

record of one hundred forty-three consecutive runs and swims, she knows the road is long—

Poutine!”At the end of roll call, Raven introduced me. “We got Laura Lee from Georgia here.

Everyone say hi.”Though the Miami summer was just gearing up, the thermometer registered

in the upper eighties. By mile two, the gum in my mouth had dissolved. I craved water. The

sand shifted underneath me and sucked in every step. It was way harder than Raven made it

look. At Government Cut, we U-turned and ran fourteen blocks north, where we U-turned again

and repeated the sandy loop.As we ran together, I asked the questions most every first-time

runner asks, and he answered in a matter-of-fact way, like he had fielded them a thousand

times before, which he had. He spoke in the crystal-clear voice of a radio announcer. It was like

running with a podcast.Because he had run the exact same path every day since 1975, Raven

could give a unique history of Miami Beach—a long spit of sand, hotels, and old shingled



bungalows on the margin of a great new international city. He began the streak when the town

was known as “God’s Waiting Room,” wall to wall with retirement homes and old people. Then

came the Cocaine Cowboys, the Mariel Boatlift, Miami Vice, models, Versace , and world-class

conventions like Art Basel and Ultra Music Festival. The man had run through the ruination and

rebirth of South Beach—from old white Jews to the Ellis Island of Latin America and the

Caribbean—remembering every detail and person who’d crossed his path along the way. I love

learning history like this—peering out the window from a unique local’s perspective.As a

traveler, I couldn’t imagine staying in one place for my entire life. “So you’ve really never taken

a vacation?” I asked.“Why would I want to go on vacation?” he said, nodding to the west, to the

pink clouds sucking in the last orange drops of sunshine. “I live in paradise. When you don’t

wanna leave a place, staying ain’t hard to do.”Around mile six, Raven turned to me. “I can tell

you’re going to make eight miles. You live up to White Lightning. You okay with that?”* *

*RAVEN CALLED TUESDAYS “Story Hour with White Lightning.” (I learned that the lifeguards

had their own nickname for me, Miss Tuesday. “Before your time there was an actress called

Tuesday Weld,” Raven explained. “You kind of look like her. I told the lifeguards your dance card

was full, but they still like Tuesdays.”) In the two-plus hours it took Raven to run eight miles, we

usually got through three or four vignettes. Some days, Raven arrived with character profiles

prepared; other times the scenery or passersby inspired the tale. Stories came with meticulous

details, down to the day and time. People had rich descriptions. Dialogues were full and lively. I

knew not only the make and model and color of the car people drove but what song was

playing on the radio when conversations took place. He told me birthdays and unique habits.

His memory was exceptional, like Rainman.The Miami Beach he had grown up in was

completely different from the city I know today. “Miami’s probably changed more in the last forty

years than any other American city,” said Raven. “And I know we say this kind of stuff all the

time, but they just don’t make characters like they used to.”About his early years, as Robert

Kraft, before becoming the Raven, he was reticent, so I suggested we meet for our first

interview at a Starbucks in South Beach one Friday night in 2011. Wearing his unbuttoned

black Levi’s jacket and chest hair, Raven felt the eyes of every customer in the shop. “I think

they’re trying to figure us out,” said Raven, pointing to an Italian family of four staring at our

table. Then background music stole his focus. “This was a hit when I was in high school,” he

said, singing along to “What Becomes of the Brokenhearted.” Almost everyone there looked

like someone he knew, and he pointed out the resemblance. When Starbucks closed, we

hadn’t gotten far.“Would you be more comfortable if we talk at your apartment?” I asked.“I think

so, White Lightning,” he said. “But I have to warn you, it’s a little messy.”The next night, sitting

on the ripped cushion of his black leather couch, Raven was articulate and methodical. Next to

him, stacked higher than his head, red and blue plastic crates overflowed with records,

cassettes, and old newspapers. Shoeboxes stuffed with letters teetered on top. A cut-out

picture of Johnny Cash, wearing his trademark black button-down shirt, was taped to the wall

above Raven’s first record player, which, he bragged, “worked perfectly up until about twenty

years ago.” Below that, he has pinned a Nixon bumper sticker saved from the 1968 campaign.

He loves Nixon. Posters of Waylon Jennings and baseball player Ron “The Penguin” Cey

stared down at us from their walls. Every lampshade was crooked, and the shelves leaned to

one side. The air was stale with a touch of mildew, like a basement filled with running shoes.He

lives alone in a two-bedroom South Beach basement apartment on Ocean Drive between 3rd

and 4th Streets, two blocks from the Atlantic. He calls himself a collector, but most people who

have been inside use the word “hoarder.” He has every letter that anyone has written to him.

Every thing is a memory, and he can’t throw away experiences. “I think that comes from my



childhood,” he explains. “We didn’t have much, so everything I got I cherished.” Hoarding is also

an antidote to his terrible fear of abandonment. “It’s like if I have my things here,” he says, “I

won’t be alone.” His main collections represent his biggest obsessions—music, running, South

Beach history, and baseball.His living room was the setting for our recorded interviews, which

usually took place before the run between noon and two o’clock, when he left for the outdoor

gym on 9th Street to do pull-ups. Raven preferred to meet after the run, between eight thirty

and midnight. For these sessions, we would end eating a Klondike bar or ice cream, then he

would walk me to my car and ask me to call him when I arrived home safely. “You gotta be

careful, White Lightning,” he told me. “There are a lot of strange characters out there.”Raven is

a collector of things and people. He doesn’t like anyone to be forgotten. In the cast of his life, it

is hard to distinguish between an extra and a supporting role, because one meeting with a

stranger could change him forever. One interview in particular illustrates this point. Raven was

telling me about Jovial Joe, a former Merchant Marine from Boston who looked like a tiny,

toothless Kirk Douglas, smiling a gummy smile. As a young man, Jovial Joe used to throw back

beers with John F. Kennedy, who was born the same year in 1917. By the time Raven met him,

he was retired and passed his days extracting magazines and newspapers from the beach

trashcans. “What kind of magazines do you like?” Jovial Joe had asked.Raven told him,

“Anything with sports or music.” The next morning, a collection of periodicals, freshly plucked

from the garbage, was hanging in a plastic grocery sack from Raven’s bicycle handlebars. If

Jovial Joe found a magazine that he thought would be of extreme interest, he delivered it by

hand to the lifeguard stand. The ritual went on for years until one week, Raven didn’t get any

deliveries.When Raven called the Clinton Hotel, Jovial Joe’s winter residence, the receptionist

told him that Joe had had a heart attack and died. Raven’s next call was to the funeral home,

which hadn’t located any family. Together with his neighbor and temporary German roommate

named Angelica, Raven planned Jovial Joe’s funeral service.“Angelica was bawling her eyes

out,” Raven told me. “She didn’t even know Jovial Joe.” At the reception, the funeral director

handed Raven the urn. “He had no relatives in the whole world,” explained Raven. “So here I

am signing for everything.” Raven decided to sprinkle Joe’s ashes on the beach, where he was

most jovial.I liked this story. Raven had given Joe a family and vice versa. As I smiled, Raven

pointed to a dark, wooden box on the shelf directly behind his head. He patted it twice. “He’s

right in there,” he said. “That’s Joe.”I stopped smiling. “Don’t get nervous,” said Raven. “I never

had the heart to put him on the beach.” In his possession, Raven has all that remains of a man

society never knew. “Every time something nice happens, I say, ‘Jovial Joe’s looking out for me.’

I felt good he was here.”An appropriate response didn’t come to mind, so, to fill the silence, I

asked, “Did the funeral home provide the box?”“Yeah, they just handed it to me.”I wrote down

“box provided” in my notebook. “Is it locked?”“Yeah,” he said. “I never opened it.”I also noted,

“Locked,” with an asterisk.* * *NEARLY EVERY RUNNER told me that the first time they ran

with Raven, they ran out of curiosity. They came to him with admiration or disbelief, and they

always came with questions. But when I asked runners why they came back, most everyone’s

response touched on a feeling of family, of community, of belonging to something real. They

used words like “surprised” and “shocked” when they discovered that Raven, down deep, was

someone they liked.“I was shocked what a genuine good guy Raven was,” wrote Dimples, who

lives in New Jersey. “Two years later, I returned for my second run. When Raven arrived, he

greeted me with, ‘Hey, Dimples! How are you? You look like you lost some weight from the last

time you were here? Your birthday is October ninth, right?’ Shocked and surprised, I responded

yes. And off we went for my second run.” Raven makes people feel special when he

remembers them. They feel like they are worth remembering.Canuck told me, “I quickly learned



that what I first thought was a bit of a freak of a guy was one of the nicest, if not the nicest,

person I have ever met. And that really has nothing to do with running.”Picadillo wrote to me, “I

met the legend but I also got to know a man with a kind heart, a loving humor, and a strong

spirit. That’s that guy you want as a running partner.”In all honesty, it is hard to run with Raven

now. The pace is excruciatingly slow, and it’s hard to watch him hurt. “His pain can be hell on

him and on people who care about him,” wrote Shoe Guy. “Rather than diminish his

impressiveness, this condition only adds to the respect we should have for him. I find that my

own aging body doesn’t allow me to get out as much as I might like, but I realize that I am just

human, not Raven.”So runners new and old continue showing up to honor Raven and what

he’s given us.What started as a New Year’s resolution in 1975 has outlasted the presidencies

of Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, two Bushes, Bill Clinton, and Barack Obama.

Raven has covered more than 120,000 miles—that’s a trip around the world, almost five times.

“I had no idea what I was getting into,” Raven told me. “I built my whole world, my whole life,

around that run.”At the end of one three-hour interview, Raven inhaled deeply and stood up

from the sofa. He winced as his stiff skeleton straightened out and his swollen, arthritic joints

readjusted. His face twisted again as he sat back down on the couch. He leaned forward. “The

whole thing is about redemption,” he said. “From the beginning, I was just trying to save myself

on the run. That’s all. But now people tell me I’ve saved others, so I guess I’ve got something to

be proud of.”
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John Acomb, “Outstanding Book. This is a fascinating look at a man and his obsession and

how he built a community consisting of a true cross section of America. Here you will find

some humor, some pain and some compassion. The author writes with clarity from a personal

perspective. It may be a cliche, but in this case it is really true that the reader actually gets to

know the real life characters that populate the pages of this book. The main character, Raven,

has put together an incredible record, eight miles at a time. In the process of attracting

national attention, he has conscripted more than 2,500 people to join in parts of his quest.

This isn't a story that you have heard before.  You will want to read this book.”

Edward J Murphy, “Just Amazing and Fun. What a great adventure and a very unique story

about a very unique and genuine character. Everyone should put running on the beach with

Raven in Miami Beach on their bucket list. Who wouldn't want to be rewarded with a Raven

nickname? Great story after great story in the book. I’ve been a runner for decades and I

assure you, Raven is a one of kind personality. And you don't have to be a runner to enjoy this

book. Hats off to the author also who has written this so well that you will keep reading it and

not put it down.”

Larry M., “This is very likely my favorite read of the year (20017). This is very likely my favorite

read of the year (20017). I hated for it to end - I wanted to to know more and learn more about

this man and his amazing friends. Why did I not know about him sooner? It goes so far beyond

a running story yet it is based on an 8 mile run each day, day after day. Even now many

months later I think about Raven when I start my runs. I think it shines a light on how good a

simple life can be - trying to be totally honest with the world and most of all yourself. He lives a

life based on just doing what you say you are going to do. I'm too old to say this book changed

my life but not too old to know it enhanced it.”

Priscilla "Miracle" Ferguson, “Review by "Miracle" + Hall of Fame Runner + First to complete

100 Runs and 100 Swims in one year + Completely Biased Reviewer. In the interest of full

disclosure, I am one of the many "characters' described in this hilarious book. When Raven

and I received our advance copies of the book, I could hardly wait to begin reading. What was

so unexpected was that I could not stop reading! I read the entire book in one sitting, staying

up all night to do so. Even though I was familiar with virtually all of the anecdotes and stories

so acerbically detailed by Laura Lee, I could not stop laughing. And I do not mean, "I had a bit

of a grin as I read", no, I mean full throated, gut busting, belly laughs.Raven's dry and slightly

naughty sense of humor is magnified and reflected to the reader through his cast of

"characters": runners, "coaches", friends and lovers, and the seemingly unending stream of

South Beach folks attracted to Raven and his merry band. Huttenbach's brilliant writing never

steps on the story. There's no ego here, no author with a capital "A". It is as if Laura Lee took a

page from Raven's own book, learning from his style of encouragement and content delivery.

Many times I have witnessed Raven fall back to pace a struggling runner, usually around mile

six or seven (heat index well over 100 degrees), as he drops a hint, mouthing words so softly,

one has to lean in to hear, "You know, two more runs and you will make the top three

hundred", "With the swims you've been doing, you could be in line for Rookie of the Year",

"With this complete 8, you will pass the Colonel". It works because there is generosity of



spirit. It works because it is never about self aggrandizement; it is always to give

encouragement freely. People know the difference, and this keeps them coming back to run

another tortuous 8 miles in the sand with Raven and the ever evolving group that joins him.In

contrast to a few reviewer's remarks, I found the pacing of the book to be near perfect. It truly is

a page turner. I could hardly wait to read the next story. Laura Lee expertly braids the history

of South Beach, the growth of the man, and personal narratives of the cast of thousands that

have crossed paths with Raven into a terrifically readable book. I have to buy yet another copy--

I can't resist giving them away. The book makes a fantastic gift. I keep thinking what a great

present for fathers and sons this will be. One does not have to be a runner, or have any interest

in running to enjoy it, heck, you can think of the running as a metaphor.My greatest pleasure in

the book is Laura Lee's description of the development of Raven's character, from the

impoverished boy, terrified of abandonment, to the man who has gathered the most diverse

and loving "family" imaginable in his decades of running on South Beach.One more thing to

note: I am not sure if anyone has mentioned the generous section of photographs reproduced

here well enough that even the classic black and white silver prints have not lost their "look".

From Raven's childhood photos (one is particular is heartbreaking) to gorgeous professional,

commercial, editorial pictures, and his mate's deeply personal descriptions in tones of gray, the

pictures are strong not as mere illustrations of the writing, but as stand alone portraits of the

most interesting man I have ever known.Get this book. Don't buy just one...might as well get

two to start, because you will surely want to make a gift of it to a friend, or better yet, to a family

member. It is that kind of book. You will be moved, and your heart will be gladdened.”

Creve, “Imagine a sit down in an incandescent lit, musky Raven man cave, to hear both public

and private South Beach history & tales. Loved this book!Can't wait to go run with the

Raven.Bought both kindle version and a hard copy to get personal autograph one

day.Wonderful stories about raven runners and raw personal analysis of the Raven's life.The

author, White Lightning, does a spectacular job of making the reader feel like they are in the

Ravens musky man cave being personally told this Raven Run lore.This book offers unique &

entertaining south beach history through the Raven's eyes that would normally require

thousands of miles shared with Raven running on the beach to acquire.White Lightning did us

all a great favor recording Raven's life with her ample story telling talent and long hours.”

Michelle V H, “Not like any other book - - -. Motivational without being preach-y. I found this

observation and examination of one man - one small voice - in these chaotic and often out-of-

control times an affirmation. An affirmation that people can change: Raven changed and he

has changed many others. He continues to do what works for him and the curious, the

damaged, and the survivors of the dark side continue to travel to Florida to share, to observe,

and to emulate Raven. I signed my name & the date inside my book when I finished it and gave

it to a spiritual stranger. I asked that when he finished the book he, too, would sign inside and

pass the book on. Which, after reading the book, seemed the positive energy thing to do. A

great book.”

Nancy, “A Delightful Surprise. This book surprised me. I expected a rather dry biography, but

instead found a portrait of a fascinating man, nicknamed Raven, created through a collection of

anecdotes and stories. The author is also a character in the book since it appears she spent

several years interviewing him as well as joining him on his daily runs. The book has a lot of

emotion- humor, pathos, even suspense. It also has a lot of facts, such a long list of people



who had joined the daily runs on Miami Beach through the years. Besides the interesting

snippets of Raven's running partners, I got to know Raven himself as a somewhat driven figure

with a big heart. He's a person I'd like to know. The author makes that almost possible in the

book.”

susan loeppky, “A hero in trainers. Excellent book,lots of photos, real story about a man who

inspired others to run”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good. Good”

The book by Laura Lee P. Huttenbach has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 141 people have provided

feedback.
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